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Abstract—New vehicles are being equipped with a variety of
on-board sensors, as well as DSRC and cellular radios. These
sensors and connectivity capabilities create opportunities for
innovative applications for flow control, route planning, and road
safety. Such applications rely on up-to-date data transmitted by
the vehicles to analyze real time road and driving conditions.
Due to the time-sensitive nature of these data, it is important
to identify and understand connectivity characteristics that
impact vehicle data sharing and communication, including both
vehicle-to-vehicle communication through DSRC and vehicleto-infrastructure communication through cellular channels. We
present MOdular VEhicle SEnsor Technology (MOVESET) – a
low cost vehicle sensor package that allows independent research
groups to create datasets of vehicle sensors readings correlated
with measurements of cellular and DSRC connectivity. We also
present a dataset of measurements conducted in September of
2016 on an interstate and rural highways along the Bozeman, MT,
Billings, MT, Red Lodge, MT, Bozeman, MT route. We hope that
the MOVESET sensor platform and the presented dataset will
make it easier for the research community to design and evaluate
data integration applications for connected vehicles.

I. I NTRODUCTION
New connected vehicle standards offer unprecedented
potential for vehicle information sharing and cooperation. Vehicles are already equipped with a variety of on-board sensors,
as well as cellular and Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) radios [1], [2]. These sensors and connectivity
capabilities create opportunities for innovative applications for
flow control, route planning, and road safety, among others.
Such applications rely on up-to-date data transmitted by the
vehicles to analyze real time road and driving conditions.
Due to the time-sensitive nature of these data, it is important
to identify and understand connectivity characteristics that
impact vehicle data sharing and communication, including
both vehicle-to-vehicle communication through DSRC and
vehicle-to-infrastructure communication through cellular channels. Further, as the number of participating vehicles grows,
the increasing communication traffic of these applications
will drive network congestion and, in the case of cellular
networks, costs, making vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication an increasingly important for application performance.
Thus, to develop robust, scalable, and performant vehicular
applications, the research community needs accurate datasets
that include sensor data as well as V2V and vehicle-toinfrastructure (V2I) connectivity.

We present MOdular VEhicle SEnsor Technology (MOVESET) – a low cost vehicle sensor package
that allows independent research groups to create datasets
of vehicle sensors readings correlated with measurements of
cellular and DSRC connectivity. MOVESET has the potential
to increase the geographic coverage of connected vehicle
data into areas not included in current connected vehicle
trials [3], [4], [5], notably on rural roads and off-road areas.
We describe the low cost design of our sensor platform (under
$170) and make available all the hardware specification,
configuration files, measurement scripts, database schema,
and 3D print models to allow other groups to replicate
MOVESET nodes [6]. MOVESET is modular and can be
expanded with additional sensors and network interfaces
(radios) to suit a wide range of deployment scenarios.
We also present a dataset of measurements conducted in
September of 2016 on an interstate and rural highways along
the Bozeman, MT, Billings, MT, Red Lodge, MT, Bozeman, MT route. In additiona to sensor readings, MOVESET
measurements show comparative performance of cellular and
DSRC communications in rural areas – data that is currently not represented in the FHWA Research Data Exchange (RDE) [7]. Our measurement show the impact of rural
and mountain topography on DSRC and cellular connectivity
with implications for distributed application design and future
V2X cellular standards.
We hope that the MOVESET sensor platform and the
presented dataset will make it easier for the research community to design and evaluate data integration applications
for connected vehicles. In the near future we will expand the
availability of MOVESET data with measurements in several
additional locations including Wyoming and New York. We
will also make available Veins simulation scenarios, configured
to reflect MOVESET sensor and network measurements, to
allow repeatable algorithm experiments.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the related work on vehicular sensing applications,
testbeds, and datasets, as well as a short overview of challenges in distributed sensing. In Section III we described
the architecture of MOVESET. Section IV details our data
collection process and the dataset we make available. Finally,
we conclude and offer directions for future work in Section V.

